Differential Coexpression Network Analysis for Gene Expression Data.
Gene expression profiling by microarray has been used to uncover molecular variations in many areas. The traditional analysis method to gene expression profiling just focuses on the individual genes, and the interactions among genes are ignored, while genes play their roles not by isolations but by interactions with each other. Consequently, gene-to-gene coexpression analysis emerged as a powerful approach to solve the above problems. Then complementary to the conventional differential expression analysis, the differential coexpression analysis can identify gene markers from the systematic level. There are three aspects for differential coexpression network analysis including the network global topological comparison, differential coexpression module identification, and differential coexpression genes and gene pairs identification. To date, the coexpression network and differential coexpression analysis are widely used in a variety of areas in response to environmental stresses, genetic differences, or disease changes. In this chapter, we reviewed the existing methods for differential coexpression network analysis and discussed the applications to cancer research.